Mixed Review R-Controlled Vowels

Dear Family Member,

Ask your child to read each sentence and the two word choices. Your child should write the best choice for each sentence in the blank.

1. ___________ and Kim are job hunting.  
   (Kurt Corn)

2. Jill would like to get three more ___________.  
   (skirts swirls)

3. A bird will ___________ to its mom for food.  
   (curb chirp)

4. Did you ___________ a log in the fireplace?  
   (burn burst)

5. A ___________ can help you when you are hurt.  
   (purse nurse)

6. Did you see the boy as he ___________ the huge waves?  
   (surfed barked)

7. Beth asked her mom to help ___________ her hair.  
   (churn curl)

8. Would you rather put on a red or a green ___________?  
   (shirt fork)

9. Who was your teacher in ___________ grade?  
   (fire first)
10. The ____________ dug holes next to the tree to hide acorns.

(sunburn  squirrel)

11. The ____________ is herding the sheep.

(artist  shepherd)

12. Did you ____________ that today is my birthday?

(target  forget)